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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes an efficient and template based technique for automatic ear detection in a side face image. The
technique first separates skin regions from non-skin regions and then searches for the ear within skin regions. Ear detection
process involves three major steps. First, Skin Segmentation to eliminate all non-skin pixels from the image, second Ear
Localization to perform ear detection using template matching approach, and third Ear Verification to validate the ear detection
using the Zernike moments based shape descriptor. To handle the detection of ears of various shapes and sizes, an ear template is
created considering the ears of various shapes and resized automatically to a size suitable for the detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Biometric systems have become very essential
components in almost all security aspects. These systems
perform the recognition of a human being based on
physiological
and
behavioural
characteristics.
Physiological characteristics are related to the shape of
the body. Biometric traits such as face, fingerprint, iris,
hand geometry fall under this category. Behavioural
characteristics are related to behaviour of a person.
Signature, voice, character strokes etc. are some of the
biometric traits which fall under this category. Among
the various physiological traits, ear has gained much
attention in recent years as it has been found to be a good
and reliable biometrics for human verification and
identification [1]. Reason behind the ear biometrics
gaining popularity is that ears are remarkably consistent.
Unlike faces, they do not change shape with different
expressions or age, and remain fixed in the middle of the
side of the head against a predictable background [2].
To automate ear based recognition process, automatic
ear localization is necessary but at the same time
detection of the ear from an arbitrary side face image is a
challenging problem. This is because of the fact that ear
image can varying appearance under different viewing
and

illumination conditions. To detect ears of different size,
they maintain template of various sizes.
Ear Templates approach is created manually by
cropping the ears of different size from the side face
images and template matching is performed for matching
purpose. In real scenario, ear occurs in various sizes and
the pre-estimated templates are not sufficient to handle
all the situations. Further, detection of ear using
templates of various sizes and then selecting best
detection is a very computation intensive task.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section discusses some of the basic techniques
which are required in developing the proposed ear
localization model[3]. Firstly a skin segmentation is used
for separating skin region and non skin region [4][5][6].
Next the details of distance transform used for getting the
ear template in their proper shape [7]. Last discusses
Zernike moments based shape descriptor which is used
for ear verification in the proposed technique [8].
A. Color based skin segmentation and edge detection:
The technique first separates skin regions from non-skin

regions and then searches for the ear within skin regions.
Main objective of detecting skin regions in an image is to
reduce the search space for the ear. Since, an ear exist in
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the skin region, there is no point looking for them in nonskin regions.
Skin color model can be used for skin segmentation. A
sample image, its skin segmented image and its edge
map are shown in Fig.1 (a), Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c)
respectively.
Edge detection [12] is performed on skin segmented
image using canny edge operator and a list of all the
edges is obtained by connecting points together into a
lists of coordinate pairs. Wherever an edge junction is
encountered the list is terminated and a separate list is
generated for each of the branches.

Distance transform [7] is computed normally for a
binary image where each pixel in the binary image is
assigned a number that is the distance between that pixel
and the nearest nonzero pixel of binary image. Formally,
for a binary image I, its distance transform image Id is
given by the following equation:
Id(x, y) =

(a)

(b)

(c)

0 , if 𝑥; 𝑦 is a non zero pixel
𝑑, otherwise

…..Eq(1)

Where, d is the Euclidian distance of pixel (x, y) to the
nearest non-zero pixel. Fig. 3(b) shows an example of
distance transform image for the edge image shown in
Fig. 3(a).

Fig. 1. Skin segmentation: (a) Input image, (b) Skin
segmented image (gray scale), (c) Edge map
All pixels present in an edge may not be equally
important and may not be necessary to represent the
edge. So to remove the redundant pixels and to get
compact representation, line segments are fitted to the
edge. This eliminates all pixels from the edge which are
not necessary and breaks every edge into a set of line
segments.
To fit line segments, procedure takes each array of
edge points and finds the size and position of the
maximum deviation from the line that joins the
endpoints. If the maximum deviation exceeds the
allowable tolerance, the edge is shortened to the point of
maximum deviation and the test is repeated.
In this manner each edge is broken down into line
segments, each of which adheres to the original data with
the specified tolerance. Fig. 2(b) shows an example of
edge approximation by line segments for the edge image
shown in Fig. 2(a).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Original edge image, (b) Edge image after
approximating edges with line segments
B. Distance Transform:
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.(a) Edge map, (b) distance transform of (a).
C. Zernike Moments:
Among the family of moment invariants, Zernike
moments [9][10][11] are one of the most commonly used
feature extractor and have been used in variety of
applications. In the proposed technique, Zernike
moments based shape features are used for ear
verification. Zernike moments provide non-redundant
shape representation because of their orthogonal basis.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, proposed ear localization technique is
discussed in detail [7]. First pre-processing steps are
discussed followed by ear localization and ear
verification. In pre-processing step, skin areas of the
input side face image are segmented and processed for
edge computation. Ear localization step creates a suitable
size of ear template and performs the ear localization.
Localized ears are verified using Zernike moment based
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shape descriptor at ear verification step. Fig. 4 shows
complete flow chart of the proposed technique.

2) Ear Edge Detection: After skin segmentation, edge
map of the skin regions is obtained using canny edge
detector [12] and used for further processing. This edge
map contains many spurious edges which may not
belong to the ear. These edges are pruned using a
criterion based on the edge length and curvature.

Input Side Face Image
B.
Set of Ear
Template

Pre-processing
Ear Skin Segmentation
Ear Edge Detection
Ear Edge Map

Ear Detection
Ear Template Resizing
Compute Distance
Transform

Ear Not Localize

Localization Ear Portion
Localized Ear
Verify Localized Ear

After computing the edge map of the skin regions is
ear localization. Ear localization involves four steps: ear
template creation, resizing of the ear template, distance
transform computation and localization of the ear. Ear
template creation is an off-line process and carried out
beforehand. Resizing of the off-line created ear template
is done in accordance with the size of each input image
and resized template is used for ear localization.
1)
Ear Template Creation: For any template based
approach, it is very much necessary to obtain a template
which is a good representative of the data. In the
proposed technique, ear template is created by averaging
the intensities of a set of ear images. The set includes ear
images of men and women. These images are selected
from the ear database. For the creation of ear template in
the proposed technique, all types of the ears are
considered to obtain a good template. Ears from the
selected images are cropped and resized to same size.
The ear template T is estimated by taking the mean of the
pixel values of all ear images and formally defined as
follows:

Ear Verification Failed
For all Location

Ear Localization verified

T(i; j) =
Manually crop
Ear Portion

Automatic Ear Cropped

Fig. 4 Flow chart of the proposed technique
A. Preprocessing:
1) Ear Skin Segmentation: The first step of the
proposed technique is skin segmentation and detection of
skin regions in the image. Main objective of detecting
skin regions is to reduce the search space for the ear.
Naturally, ears are in skin region and there is no point
looking for them in non-skin regions.
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Ear Detection:

1
N

𝑁
𝑘=0 Ek

(i,j)

......Eq(2)

Where N is the number of ear images used for ear
template creation and Ek is the kth ear image. 𝐸𝑘 (i,j) and
T(I, j) represent the pixel values of the (I, j)th pixel of
Ek and T respectively.
2)
Ear Template Resizing: Resizing of ear template
is an important step. As we know, ear in a side face
image may occur in different size depending on the
distance of the camera from the person. Not only this,
some people may have small or large ear too. So to
handle the detection of ears of various sizes, ear template
need to be resized to make its size appropriate for the
detection of ear from an image.
3)
Compute Distance Transform: In place of using
directly the edge information or the gray level images of
face and ear template, distance transform is used in
localization as it contains optimum meaningful
information about the neighborhood of a pixel. Distance
transform has been successfully used in many computer
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vision applications [13][14][15][16]. After getting the
distance transforms of the edge maps of the face and ear
template, cross-correlation based searching is applied to
locate the ear from the side face image.
4)
Localization Ear Portion: Once the distance
transform (Td) of resized ear template edge image is
created, it is used for the localization of the ear from the
side face image. To search an ear in the image, Td is
moved over the distance transform of the face skin edge
image (Id) and Normalized Cross correlation Coefficient
(NCC) is computed [17][18] at every pixel. NCC at point
(x; y) is defined as follows:
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑢 ,𝑣 𝐼 𝑢,𝑣 −𝐼𝑥 ,𝑦 [𝑇 𝑢−𝑥,𝑣−𝑦 −𝑇 ]

NCC(x,y) =
𝑢 ,𝑣 [𝐼

𝑑 𝑢,𝑣 −𝐼 𝑑 (𝑥,𝑦)]2

𝑢 ,𝑣 [𝑇

𝑑 𝑢−𝑥,𝑣−𝑦 −𝑇 𝑑 ]2

.......Eq(3)
Where sum is performed over u; v under the window
containing the template Td positioned at (x,y).
𝐼𝑥𝑑,𝑦 and𝑇 𝑑 are the average of brightness values of the
portion of the target image under the template and
template image respectively. Normalized crosscorrelation coefficient estimates the degree of linear
dependence between the corresponding pixel brightness
values being compared. Since the cross-correlation
coefficients lie between -1.0 and 1.0, match ratings also
lie between -1.0 and 1.0. When the match rating is
typically above a preestimated threshold we accept the
hypothesis that an ear exists in the region. Otherwise, we
reject the hypothesis. Value of normalized crosscorrelation coefficient closer to 1 indicates a better
match. This step accepts all the points having NCC value
greater than the threshold as probable locations of the
ear. These locations are sorted in non-increasing order
according to their NCC values. Ear verification is applied
to all these detection to validate the existence of the ear.
C. Verify Localized Ear:
To determine whether a detected ear is actually an ear
or not, shape based ear verification is performed. Since
small set of lower order Zernike moments can
characterize the global shape of an object effectively
[18], these moments are used for ear shape representation
in the proposed technique. As Zernike moments are
complex number, only their magnitudes are considered
for the shape representation. Similarity between the two
sets of Zernike moments (one for template and another
for detected ear) is estimated to validate the claim. To
measure the similarity, Euclidian distance between the
two sets of Zernike moments is estimated as follows:
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Distance =

𝐿
𝑇
𝑖=1(│𝑀𝑖 │

− │𝑀𝑖𝐸 │)2 .....Eq(4)

𝐿
𝐸
where 𝐿𝑖=1(𝑀𝑖𝑇 ) and
𝑖=1 (𝑀𝑖 ) are the L Zernike
moments used to represent the shape of ear template and
detected ear respectively.

IV. RESULT
Ear Templates approach are created manually by
cropping the ears of different size from the side face
images and template matching will performed for
matching purpose. In real scenario, ear occurs in various
sizes and the pre-estimated templates are not sufficient to
handle all the situations. Further, detection of ear using
templates of various sizes and then selecting best
detection is a very computation intensive task.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a technique for automatic ear
localization from side face images using distance
transform and template matching approach. The
technique is able to detect ears of different size and shape
automatically from the side face image. It first segments
the skin and non-skin pixels in the image and then
computes the edge map of the skin areas. Edge map is
done to remove the spurious edges which can not belong
to ear for this canny edge detection method can be
adopted. Distance transform images of the edge maps of
face skin region and ear template can use in the ear
localization process. For ear verification Zernike
moments based shape descriptor technique is can
adopted.
Lower order Zernike moments of the distance
transforms of the edge images of the ear template and the
detected ear will be estimated and similarity distance
between them will be calculated using Eqn. 4. To get the
distance transform image of the detected ear at point (x,
y), template sized image will be cropped from the input
distance transform image of side face image keeping the
point (x, y) at the centre of the template. If the value of
distance is less than a pre-estimated threshold, detection
is accepted, otherwise it is rejected.
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